BLISS
YOUR HOME YOUR CLIMATE

THERMOSTATS AND CHRONOTHERMOSTATS
YOUR HOME, YOUR CLIMATE
CHRONOTHERMOSTAT Wi-Fi
- Remote management via the app (Android or iOS)
- Manual, or guided app programming
- Stunning design
- Backlit touch keys
- 4 x 1.5 V AA batteries
- Summer/winter function
- PIN lock padlock function
- 5-37°C day/night setting
- Contact rating 5 A 250 V AC

THERMOSTAT
- Simple and intuitive interface
- Backlit touch keys
- Stunning design
- 2 x 1.5 V AA batteries
- 2 selectable temperatures (day/night)
- Summer/winter function
- PIN lock padlock function
- 5-37°C day/night setting
- Contact rating 5 A 250 V AC
In harmony with your style
SAVING ENERGY
Always under control and available for review – thanks to statistical reports on your home heating demand.

STUNNING DESIGN
Perfect for any type of environment.

SIMPLE
To program using touch keys.

Wi-Fi - REMOTE MANAGEMENT
Manage the temperature wherever you are.
The BLISS range consists of two devices: a chronothermostat Wi-Fi and a thermostat.

The BLISS WIFI offers simple and fast ways to program, check and modify your temperature settings. Do this wherever or whenever through the BLISS app or directly from the chronothermostat display.

BLISS T offers a fast, local and stylish way of managing temperature at home.
REMOTE CONTROL

The BLISS Finder app allows you to manage your BLISS Wi-Fi chronothermostats wherever you are. By connecting your BLISS Wi-Fi to your home network you can:

- change the set temperature at any time
- activate the AUTOAWAY function to save energy automatically when you leave home
- create your favourite weekly or daily schedules
- manage all the chronothermostats in your main home or those in other nominated homes
- share the management of your BLISS with other users
Connect a new Finder BLISS to your Wi-Fi network.

Follow the tutorial and connect your chronothermostat in a few simple steps.

Let’s get started.

Adding a new home to your Finder BLISS account is the first step in bringing your BLISS thermostats together in one place. We’ll start by asking some questions about your home.
NEW

CLIMATE CONTROL, WITHIN RANGE OF YOUR VOICE

With the new Finder BLISS app you can talk to your home!

Finder BLISS now integrates smoothly with voice assistants: GOOGLE ASSISTANT and AMAZON ALEXA.

To manage the temperature, simply say “Hey Google, set the temperature to 22°” or “Alexa, tell me the temperature” and BLISS will take care of everything - Brilliant!
CAPACITIVE TOUCH BUTTONS

With the simple touch of your finger tip your BLISS is ready to communicate with you. Changing settings is so simple and so fast! And, after a few moments of inactivity BLISS returns to standby mode.
DESIGN

BLISS – stunningly sleek minimal styling with a cool matt white body, a clear and brilliant display and capacitive touch keys. Technically advanced yet elegant and versatile – in harmony with just about any furnishing style and suited for all areas of the home.
FINDER reserves the right to make changes to its products at any time and without prior notice. FINDER shall not be liable for any damage to property or injury as a result of the improper use or misuse of its products.